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COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY ESSENTIAL FOR PLANNERS

"Planners don't get the recognition
they deserve", is an often heard
lament at any gathering of the
profession.

In fact, most publicity associated
with planners is negative and based
on spasmodic complaints from
developers, commtnity groups and
politicians who seek publicity for
their positions. As this is the usual
context in which most people hear
about planners' activities, it is only
logical for them to develop a

byjohn E.L. Farrow

negative view.
A negative image is detrimental

not only to the future of the
profession but also inhibits the
effectiveness of planning depart-
ments and individual professionals.
Suzh an image make it harder to
win dollars at budget time and
means that when addressing or
trying to persuade a public audience,
planners start with a disadvantage.
I, therefore, believe it should be the
duty of every professional planner in

Property taxes should reect cost of services.
People with big lawns should pay more. See page 2

a responsible position to prepare and
execute a program of commmication
concerning the interesting and
positive aspects of their work.

Smh an approach to publicizing
the benets of achievements by
staff and themselves will mean that
they stand a better chance of being
heeded on important issues. In
order to help those who recognize
the need to stop " Hiding their light
mder the zoning by-law", I have

can’t on page 2.

HBTRO‘S TOP PLANNERS ON THE
MOVE

Metro‘s new Deputy and heir
apparent to John Bower is Barry
Morrison, currently Etobicoke
Commissioner of Planning. Don
Baxter, who wore several
commissioner hats at East York,
takes on Economic Development, a
newly formed Department in Metro.
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some very basic guidelines.
Develop A Strategy
Be clear about the objectives on

what to commmicate and have a
simple plan to carry it out. Don't
try and reach everyone in the
commmity. Target the audience
that is most important (for example,
members of commmity groups,
voluiteer boards, businessmen or
developers), then stay with the
strategy long enough to have impact.

People First
People are interested in people.

Commmicate not what you have
done but how it benets individuals
in the commmity. Illustrate
benets to groups with individual
examples; these are mmh more news
worthy and more memorable.

john El, Farrow

One Chance For First Impressions
Get the message right the rst

time; next time no one might be
listening.

Be First
It's an over-commmicated society

out there, with most people receiv-
ing over 500 messages a day. To
get peoples attention you need a
new story. Planners are looking
forward, identifying new ideas and
researching new trends, therefore,
they have lots of opportuiity to be
there first on many issues of public
interest and concern.

Actions Speak Louder Than Words
By all means commmicate opinions

but remember telling people about
actions you or your staff have taken
is far more newsworthy especially
when you explain the effect of these
actions on individuals.

Be Clear
The media is not a place for

subtle messages, these take too long
to understand and don't get
attention. Take the time to prepare
a clear, simple, accurate message
then deliver it. effectively.
Involve All Senior Staff
Train them, provide appropriate

guidelines, then use them to
commmicate. One person can't do
justice to the activities of a whole
department.

Repeat, Repeatz Repeat
You will re of your message long

before the public has even noticed
it. Don't abandon a theme too
quickly.

Above are some guidelines on what
to do, and there are many books on
how to use the media effectively for
public relations.

Press releases for local news-
papers, interviews on local radio and
TV should become part of the
effective manager's basic commmi—
cation tools. An interesting spin-
off trom this activity for most
managers is enhanced internal
recognition. A role as an external
leader reinforces internal leadership
stature and makes most managers
more effective.

gOPINION____
PROPERTY

TAX REFORM —

A DISSENTING VIEW
by Gary Stamm

The current rush to impose
"market value" based property
taxation is being lauded in many
quarters, with the mistaken View
that it represents a "fair and
equitable" means of taxation. In
fact, it isn't so!

SOME IMPORTANT CONCEPTS
Let me outline two fmdamentals.
first, fairness in a taxation

system can be dened by one of two
principles. (BJThe "benet" principle
which holds that the tax a person
should pay should be in accordance
with the benet received. Your
hydro bill is an example. The more
you use, the more you pay. (b)The
"ability-to-pay" principle holds that
taxation should be relative to the
ability of a taxpayer to bear the tax
burden. Progressive income taxation
is regarded as a legitimate method
to pay for social assistance. Both
principles can be applied, depending
on the purpose of the tax.

First, Ontario's mmicipal taxation
system is not based on either
principle. It is a shell game based
on doublespeak, imposing severe
abuses on a public fed on
disinformation.
Second, the taxpayer's true

taxpaying resource is his wealth-
creating ability, i.e., his income. All
tax payments, whatever they are
called, whether corporate taxes,
sales taxes, ad valorem taxes, or
poll taxes are in fact made out of
income. The rest is a matter of
how you calculate the taxes owing.
Property taxes are actually taxes on
income, calculated in a property-
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related manner. The real issue is
whether the use of "market value"
of property as an index for calcula-
ting this form of taxation from
income is "fair".
To address this issue, let me ask

some simple questions.- Does a homeowning widow of 57,
who puts out one bag of garbage
a month, tshes only once a day,
and who does not own a car
benet from mmicipal services to
the same extent as a family of
with three children and two cars
occupying a home of identical



market value? Clearly not!- Does a home valued at $150,000 in
a central older part of a city (like
Cabbagetown), with a 16 foot
'ontage lot (no driveway),
developed at a density of 14 to
the acre, and occupied by 1.7
persons impose the same burden to
the mmicipality as a suburban
home of the same value on a 50
foot lot, developed at a density of
4.5 to the acre? Again the
answer is no!

- Should a disabled textile worker
who had lived in his home for 30
years have to pay double or triple
in mmicipal taxes because
renovations and speculation of
nearby properties have driven up
the value of his old home?
Fairness would demand a negative
answer.

- Is it fair to ask downtown
residents who go ve blocks on
mu'iicipal transit and mist pay the
full fare, to subisidize through
higher property taxes the suburban
taxpayer who rides 50 blocks 9:
the same fare and livm in a lesser
valued but much larger home with
better mmicipal services?

In principle, the idea that market
value is a reasonable index of either
"benet" or "ability-to-pay" is
wrong! Even after "reform",ind15try
and business in the Ottawa area pay
more than twice the property tax of
btsinesses of identical market value
in other mmicipalities.

How We Got Into This Has
Anyone familiar with the inner

workings of the Ontario mmicipal
tax system recognizes that the
present "reform" system is a
"bastardized" set of inequitable half
measures brought about by the
provincial government.
It all began with the perceived

need for mmicipal tax reform in the
1960's; moved on to the inept
introdmtion of an ill-conceived
program during the D'Arcy
McKeough era; and subsequent
changes by governments attempting
to abort a disgured baby already
halt born. For once it would be
wise to throw out the baby,
although perhaps we can make some
use of the bathwater.

Solutials A Ngy Out
It ought to be clear that a

complete review aimed at achieving
the principles of taxation which

dene fairness shodd be begin.
Here are some guidelines to think
about:
- First, let's replace the vagaria of

the fast changing market economy
with an objective standard. Such
as lot frontage, building size,
actual building use, access or car
registration by mmicipal address.
Any of these could be used to
create an objective "assessment"
standard against which charges for
municipal property-related services
such as re and police protection,
and road services can be charged.
The "benet." principle would be
respected.

- For variable and measurable
services such as water, (and
therfore sewer), and electricity, a
metered billing is most appropri-
ate. Let water hogs and people
with big lawns pay for their
hobbies and excesses. Let
apartment people off the hook for
the squandering habits of home-
owners. The garbage collection
tax could also be based on the
water use rate because of the
very closely correlated use rates.

The adoption of a "benet"
principle will upset those whose
narrow view focuses only on the
issue of income re-distribution in
areas such as mmicipal hotsing
involvement.

- The outstanding issue of mmicipal
involvement in the culture and
recreation needs to be reviewed.
Let's divide the people- related
activities into two categores:
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Social necessities pmam, and
social non-necessities programs.
The latter represents collective
social expenditure without the
consideration of income redistrlbu-
tion, and can be properly nded
on a "benet" basis using an
objective standard of assessment.

and;- Those programs requiring an
"income redistribution", such as
edmation and family services
(welfare) should not be nanced
through a tax based on property
assessment, but rather one based
on income. In this day d age
of computers, with full information
instantly accessible the funds can
come om an income tax sur-
charge against household taxpayers
with a given mmicipal address
(it's on the tax return you know!).
This can take into accomt the
income standard of the taxpayer.
A the redistribution can be
accomplished. The non-residential
sector of the economy can be
similarly taxed, again with the full
use of corporate income standard.
The distribution of the corpora-
tion's assessment among mmicipa-
lities can be used as a guide. The

.w. y,

Is it fair that high density housing subsidize suburban dcvclopmcm?



federal government now collect
the funds on behalf of the
provinces. The system is relative-
ly easily extended. (That would
even allow for a more sensible
method of applying "provincial
standards" and redistribution,
doing away with many of the

overly compiioated grants systems
which our bureaucracy has come
to love.)

In my view, a claried systems of
municipal taxation which identifies
the tax collected with the purposes
of the expenditure is a ftndamental
requirement of a democratic system

which hopes to achieve both
effective government service delivery
and scal justice for its citizens.

Gary Stamm is principal of GM
Stamm, Economic Research Associ-
ates, a Toronto-based consulting
rm.

OTHER KINDS OF PLANNING DESERVE RECOGNITION

This is the rst column by Tony
Usher, a consultant with consider-
able experience in Resource/Environ-
mental planning.

"... perhaps (we) should face facts,
leave the inappropriately named
Canadian Institute of Planners to
the zoning amendment drafters and
the stbdivision approvers, and
concentrate on building bridges
between E the professions
concerned with managing and
modifying human settlements and
their setting."
letter from Nigel Richardson, CIP

Forum, October 1985.

This regliar column on the
resource and environmental side of
planning will try to help build
bridges, but inside OPPI. Future
columns will deal with real Ontario
issues. This month, I am writing
about the unreal world within
CIP/OPPI.

We wll know that language can be
an instrument of politics and power.
For example, women and some
minority groups have challenged
words and phrases that reinforce
their subordinate positions in
society. Many terms are no longer
acceptable today; even the National
Museum of Man is to be renamed.

by Tony Usher

These changes have sometimes
veered mcomfortably close to
censorship, but they have also
helped increase mderstanding of the
issues behind seemingly innocmm
words.

What does this have to do with
OPPI? Nigel Richardson referred to
the "inappropriately named" CIP.
Resource and environmental planners
t entirely within the CIP/OPPI by-
law denitions of planning, and do
not have any other professional
organization. Yet it seems that
many of the "zoning amendment
drafters and subdivision approvers"
who have dominated CIP dene
planning differently. Planning is
what they do. Flaming is what
planning school planners are taught.
Those of us who do other kinds of
planning, and who for the most part
did not go to planning schools, are
not really planners. We have even
been described as interested citizens
who could perhaps become "associ-
ates" and receive CIP publications.
Many ClP members use "planning" in
this way without realizing what they
are really saying to nonmmicipal
planners.

Resource and environmental
planners are not a tiny fringe. My
glass is that, in provincial agencies
alone, at least 250 are eligible for
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at least provisional OPPI member
ship. About 100 of these are in
Natural Resources, but only two
Natural Resources staff actually
belong to OPPI! The picture is not
much better elsewhere. This is not
only due to the historic domination
of CIP by an iii-group. The
examination requirement for non-
planning school planners sends out
negative signals. The agencies
employing resource and environmen-
tal planners have never encouraged
CIP membership or required eligibil-
ity.

The current OPPI leadership wants
to move in the right direction.
Although the key membership change
in our new bylaw, a miversal
probationary membership and
examination system would still
favour planning school planners, it
would nevertheless move towards
equal, mied tratement for all, and
turn a more welcoming face to those
outside OPPI. However, this
proposal is now on hold. Apparently
many planning schools provide all
the certification planners need. The
inevitable corollary of this argu'nent,
even if mstated, is that other
academic backgromds are second
rate, which in turn implies the
narrow denition of planning that
Nigel Richardson was objecting to.

Perhaps the planning school people
should pause for a bit before they
chuck out a reform which could
really help OPPI grow and develop
into an effective, province—wide
association bringing all planners
together. And perhaps all of [5
should think about what "planning"
means the next time we talk or
write about it. Male chauvinism is
decidely gauche - perhaps mmicipal
planning chauvinism will be next!



EDITORIAL
One of the best things about

being involved with the Journal is
my regdar contact with Mary
Campkin, OPPI's Executive Secre-
tary. In itself, this is a pleasure,
because Mary has a dry sense of
humour and an unappable air of
competence. But another benet of
these conversations is that I hear
rst hand about many of the
activities at OPPI.

The increased activity level ties in
directly to what I believe are the
two basic reasons for a professional
organization to exist: commmication
and education. I nd this new
energy level both impressive and
stimtiating.

The energetic program committee
has reportedly attracted a larger
percentage of the membership to
program events all over Ontario
than ever before (this is 9% an
audited statement!) New liaisons are
being established with other
professional groups and sub-commit:-
tees tackling a whole range of
issues are hard at work. News of
all these activities will continue to
nd its way into the Journal.

The Journal is obviously an
important medium for two-way
commmications. Judging from the
healthy number of submissions from
new contributors, this seems to be
working. Paid advertising is also
increasing - support 'om consulting
rms is not only appreciated but
essential in defraying the extra
costs of putting out a larger, better
looking product.

OPPI has also entered a new era
by sponsoring professional develop-
ment for the rst time. The
organizers of the joint event with
Ryerson should be complemented on
their initiative.

Although this hyper— activity could
all be attributed to "new broom
bravado", I think there are signs
that the imp‘ovements are deep-
rooted and substantial. Take the
attituie of the current membership
committee, for example. The narrow
shackles of "only land use planners
need apply" appear to be on their
way out. I think that's a positive
thing.
It's a sign of the times, and the

timing is right.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT
DEMANDS DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

Carolyn Kearns

Economic development is becoming
an integral component of mmlcipal
management and growth. More than
ever there is a need to adopt
strategic and focissed plans to
address today's competitive economic
environment. Here is why, and what
to look for.

by C. Kearns, M.J.Braide — CMP Barnard

WHY GET INVOLVED
Most mmicipalities have embraced

economic development in some form.
Why does this make sense at the
local level? A quick review of the
past ten years shows three factors
have made economic development a
mmicipal mandate.

Changing Prole or Industry
The decline of Ontario's primary

industrial base, coupled with a
dramatic increase in service sector
employment, has shifted the roots of
job creation in mmicipalities. No
longer able to solely rely on the
traditional strengths of their area,
mmicipalities need to be "current
and creative" in assessing their local
comparative advantages.
Increased Competition
Look aromd you. How many

municipalities are actively involved
in economic development? Today,

MaryJanc Braids
over 100 Ontario muticipalities give
nancial support to some form of
economic development. A major
increase, when compared to ten
years ago. Industries interested in
locating in Ontario are now faced
with a mdtitnde of slick and
sophisticated proposals from

The Ministry of Mmicipal Aairs'
handbook on Commercial Parkhg is
now available. This handbook
provides an overview of commercial

HANDBOOK ON COMMERCIAL PARKING

parking standards in Ontario, as well
as a commentary on various related
aspects, such as the mmicipal role
in supply and nancing, design

considerations, and future parking
trends. The main pin-pose of this
work is to enable mmicipal planners
to more effectively estimate parking
requirements for commercial
developments. The focus is on
stand—alone commercial uses and
shopping centres. Although some
attention has been paid to the
problems of parking in the central
business district (CBD), this matter
is the subject of a follow-up study
now underway.

The handbook is generotsly
illustrated with charts and gu‘es.
It can be purchased from:

Ontario Government Bodstore
880 Bay Street
TO RONTO, Ontario

or by calling:
1-800-268-7540
Price.- $5.00
For further information, please

contact Diana Jardine, Manager or
Usman Ahmed, Senior Physical
Planner, Research and Special
Projects Branch; Telephone: 416-585-
6259/6261.



mmicipalities all bidding to attract
a new corporate citizen.

More Services To Be Paid For By
Local Municipalities
Within the last ten years, we have

witnessed a transfer of responsibili-
ties from senior to local levels of
government. Waste management,
planning, transportation, housing and
social services are all areas with
mprecedented mmicipal involvement.
The challenge of paying for these
services is being met, in part1 by
economic development. New
blsinesses bring increased assess-
ment, which in turn, means a
healthier tax base for the mmici-
pality.
QUESTIONS TO ASK

A surprising number of people get
involved in economic development
without assessing the facts about a
commmity. To be successful, any
economic development strategy mist
begin by answering several critical
questions:
What is the existing economic base?
The often ignored starting point is

a complete inventory of the
resources currently available in the
mmicipality. in addition to major
employers and types of indrstries, it
is important to look at related
infrastructure, labour supply,
demographics and all the variables
which make up the economic
foundations of a mmicipality.
Where are the gag?
A thorough knowledge of employ-

ers in a mmicipality usually points
to real opportrnity. For example,
existing brsinesses often go outside
their area for inputs and servica
vital to their operations. Can these
inputs and services be provided
locally?

What are the trends?
Opportinities should be evaluated

in the context of current and
anticipated market trends. Develop-
ments in stable or declining
industries may not be as successfrl
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as newer, faster growing businesses.
Similarly, technological change or
demand fluctuations can affect the
future viability of a particular
industry, despite its current good
health.
How can opportrnities be pursued?
Once target sectors have been

identied, care must be taken to
ensure that the appropriate approach
is used in attracting potential
investors. Too often, municipalities
fail to recognize that a carefully
organized, profasional program is
required in order to be successful.

PROCESS 1'0 FOLLOW
Asking the right questions is the

rst task in the economic develop-
ment process. The second involves
establishing the mechanism to
answer those questions. There are

basis of a goal-orienth economic
development strategy.

Develo Goals and Objectives
What seems like a routine and

straight forward exercise can bring
out a variety of different opinions
about the purpose, objectives and
fmction of economic development.
Agreement must be reached on this
rst step, or the strategy will fail

Can’t on page 8

at least six steps which form the
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to address the needs and concerns
of all interested parties.

Assign Resp_onsibilities
While a simple task on the

surface, this can cause real problems
if responsibilities are not clearly
articulated at the outset. Elected
ofcials, start and key interest
groups mist all agree on roles and
responsibilities early on to avoid
delication, complication, conict
and unnecessary confusion.

Involve Affected Grows
Economic development involva

more than a few key players.
Concerns for secrecy about prospec-
tive new companies coming to town
should not jeopardize a broadly
publicized economic development
strategy. Success stories, such as

Waterloo and Halton, have ensured
that everyone knows the municipal-
ity is 100% behind growth and
development. The Chamber of
Commerce, school groups, rate payer
associations, various levels of
government and businessmen,
working domestically and abroad, are
all key groups to be contacted and
incluied in the economic develop-
ment program.

Understand Strengths and Weaknesses

One of the failings of economic
development strategies is the
miversally optimistic picture they
paint about the range of opportmi-
ties available. While emphasizing
strengths is important, being
realistic about weaknesses is just as

valid a part of the process.
location, accessibility and labour
availability are all factors which
met be looked at critically and
translated into a realistic assessment
of their attractiveness to potential
companies.

Be Pro- active
Economic development plans often

fall short of target marketing
potential new businesses. Too often
development ofcials wait for
business to come to them. When it
does, they nd themselves mprepar-
ed, minformed and out of the
rmning. A better approach is to
pro- act, rather than react, to
specic opportmities. For example,
municipalities can maintain inventor-

The tee of CAD Graphics is a
dynamic new design being used by a
growing number of mmicipalities and
private rms. KWM Engineers Ltd.
is one of the indtstry leaders in
this emerging technology.

KWM has prepared a complete
graphic data base of Toronto's
Central Business District and
waterfront as a basis for several
projects in which they are involved.
The graphics shown illustrate some
of the possibilities.
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iss of vacant land and building
space in the area; they can establish
mailing lists that include local
bisiness people, as well as non-
locals operating blsiness in target
sectors; they can operate familiari-
zation tours, including government
ofcials and private investors. Most
importantly, they are always in a
position to provide cu‘rent, accurate
and useful information to an
investor or an agent who knocks on
their door.

Implement and Evaluate Specic
Initiatives

It is one thing to promote a
mmicipality. It is another to be
able to point to specic examples of
success. Despite the large number
of mmicipalities in the economic
development bisiness, relatively few
have developed indicators to measure
and monitor their success. Jobs
created, assessment generated and
spin-off benets are all too often
listed as being premature or
condential. The time, attention
and money expended on economic
development at the mmicipal level
necessitates some method of
monitoring to ensure that this effort
is well spent.

It is surprising how simple
economic development really is.
Now that you know why to get
involved, what questions to ask and
the process to follow, you are
halfway to an effective economic
development strategy. The remain-
der of the journey requires a lot of
hard work and dedication, as well as
an openness to learn from the
successes and the failures of other
mmicipalities.

Look at it this way, there are two
types of mmicipalities in Ontario;
those that have an organized,
effective and professional economic
development strategy and those
that need one.

Carolyn Keams and Mary Jane
Braide are members of the general
management consulting rm CMP/-
Barnard. As a vice-president,
Carolyn has been involved in a
broad range of economic develop-
ment work for mmicipalitios. Mary
Jane is an associate who has worked
on successfd economic opportunity
strategies for mmicipalities in
southwestern and northem Ontario.

In the planning profession's
membership debate, it has been
argued and indeed assumed by many
that a graduate planning program
confers greater experience and
competence on its stixients than an
mdergradmte program. This
assumption is made at some risk
since many graduate planning
programs accept mdergraduate
degrees from a number of elds only
remotely related to planning
(sociology, political science, anthro-
pology) as an entry to their
planning programs. Years spent in
those disciplines may prodlce
greater maturity but not necessarily
greater alder-standing of planning.
It has also been observed that
because of the structure of some
graduate programs, masters planning
students have often taken fewer
legitimate planning courses and have
had less studio or practical experi-
ence in their programs than those
from undergraduate schools. Indeed,
it is often reported by those in
practice who hire newly minted
planners that individuals ‘om

mdergraduate programs were better
able to step into a variety of
practical planning situations became
of their intensive four year immer
sion in planning courses and their
extensive experience in studio
situations. Those -om graduate
programs, which place a greater
pedagogical emphasis on academic
aspects of planning, tend not to be
equally equipped for immediate
practice and require some time to
gain experience.
This seems to suggest that the

distinction between the two levels of
programs is somewhat muidy. If so,
what is the real issue in the
membership debate? In my opinion,
the central issue is one raised by
Judith de Neufville in 1983. 'That is,
the way in which the peer review
process acts to guide the profession.
De Neufville suggested that in a
profession like planning without a
secure central theory of practice,
peer review is the only means
available to ensure that each planner
shares a set of principles of
competent practice and ethical
behaviour. She argued that there
are two methods for peer review;
entry and control-1 By control she

meant those methods by which peers
monitor the performance of their
fellow practitioners, review their
conduct, and regliate practice by
discipline or reward. She suggested
that entry, on the other hand, was
the devising of criteria and tests by
which peers permit new planners to
enter the profession.
This distinction is at the heart of

the debate. It is observed that in
professions where control is
constantly and strongly exercised,
principles of professional practice
and ethics tend to be more closely
shared. However, the Canadian
Planning Profession cannot in any
way be described as one that has
relied on control. In the past, the
lack of profasional membership has
not been a seriOLs barrier to
practice, nor have controls been
commonly exerted on those who
have failed to practice with
reasonable competence or who have
behaved in an unprofessional
manner. In short, the control
aspect in the profession has been
weak.
To compensate, great emphasis has

been placed on entry. The speci-
cation of years to be spent in
practice before being eligible for
membership is, as one discrssant
said, a way of preventing an
individual with a planning degree
from easily obtaining membership
without sufcient experience. This
thinking implicitly assumes that if
entry requirements are made more
demanding, deciencies in control
can be offset. It is this bias in
favour of entry requirements that
colours the present debate.

While the debate has focrsed on
entry the ultimate resolution, it
seems to me, lies in the development
of meaningfii controls. Planners
have to continually identify the
shared principles of practice and
behaviour and use them to regiiate
the profession and planning school
programs. Without attention to
controls, continued changes to
membership requirements is a way of
avoiding the fmdamental problem in
the profession.

Ronald Pushchak MES, PH.D.
School of Urban & Regional Planning
Ryerson Polytechnical Institute
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WOMEN:
WOMEN IN /AND

PLANNING
TO CONTINUE

Participants at the Women in/and
Planning A.G.M., on April 2nd held a
lengthy discrsslon of the future of
the organization. There was strong
support for us to continue and not
to dissolve or merge with another
organization.

Our new direction for the
immediate fixture is:

1. To continue to meet, but less
frequently with an emrhasis on
networking during the events,
and

2. To have a small newsletter to
keep us all in touch with:- news and views- people and proles,- jobs,- events;
With any relevant information,

contact the new executive:
Jane Davidson, 481-2240;
Mai Chang, 585-6240;
Grace Strachan, 585-6245
Anella Parker Martin, 965-5958
Reggie Modlich, 690-6644 (h)

The rst copy of the newsletter
will be available in Jme while our
rst "event" will be in October.

IIPORTAN'I' UPCOIING EVENT:
WOMEN PLAN TORONTO, which is

sponsored by Women inland Flaming
is holding a one day workshop,
based on the exciting report
generated by the many women's
groups the project interviewed. The
purpose of the workshop is to
"develop action plans towards a
Toronto which better meets the
needs of women."

was 14, 1986 - 10:00 am. 1'0 am“I, crnr rum, 'ronou'ro,
(daycare, a schoolaged childrens
workshop, lmcheon, wheelchair
access, sign interpreters). A report
will follow in the July/ August issue
of the Journal.

By Anella Parker Martin
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EXAIS .. SHOULD PLANNERS BE
FORCED 1'0 SWEAT IT OUT?

An article in the Winter edition of
the APA Journal by Paul W.
Rasmussen examined the thorny issue
of exams for the certication of
planners.

According to Rasmussen, "pit-in-
the- stomach, sweaty- palm— indtcing
tats" for planners are necessary to
satisfy criteria for assuring minimun
standards in the three E's -
Edmation, Experience and Examina-
tion. A benet cited by Rasmtssen
is that exams establish a common
denominator. Second, most profes-
sional occupations require them.
Third, when introdmed into a

SOUTH
WESTERN

FOODLANDS SEIINARINILL
UL'I'IIATB CONSUIER BENEFIT?
OPPl's soutlrwestern division

sponsored a seminar on the pro-
vince's new Foodlands Guidelines in
May. To debate the implications of
the guidelines as they affect land
we policy makers at the local level,
a three person panel representing a
wide spectrum of interests was
assembled.

Chair-ing the meeting was Malcom
McIntosh, a planner with the Comty
of Wellington. Representing the
Ministry of Agriculture and Food
was Harold Flaming; speaking for
local level planners was Wellington
director, Gary Cousins. Harry
Pelissano represented the Ontario
Federation of Agriculture.

While there was consensm that

THE REGIONS

mature organization, attentlon to all
three elements srggests fairness to
existing members.

In putting the case for an exam,
Rasmlssen acknowledges that a
multiple choice exam is not neces-
sarily fair to people uncomfortable
with such a method. It could also
influence growth in new membership
in a negative way. Also, few known
tating methods are capable of
testing ability to synthesize or
expression creativity. AICP was
therefore urged to consider an essay
exam as a way of testing basic
knowledge and the ability to
analyse, integrate and suggest
alternative courses of action.

Contributed by William Addison

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
I THE BUTLER GROUP.’ LAND PLANNING AND

DAVID A. BUTLER
BE 5 MCIP PRINClPAL

73 Sussex Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M5$1J8 - (416] 926-8796

preservation of prime farmland is a
necessity, disagreements surpassed
regarding the most desirable ways of
implementing general policy at the
local level. The "ultimate consumer"
of the policy - the farmer - could
suffer unnecessarily, it was sugges
ted.

The weakness of a policy mable
to take into accomt economic and
social considerations is highlighted
in Wellington Comty, the audience
learned. "Preservation at all costs"
of classes 1-4 can disrupt and
restrict the local balance of
community development in a
sitmtion where a high percentage of
local land is considered prime land.

Further criticism was directed at
the provincial quideline for the
annexation process. A 10 year
horizon is completely inadequate,
speakers felt. Concern was also
voiced on behalf of the retiring
farmer whose ability to sever a lot
for a retirement home could be
restrict mder the proposals.
Conicts relating to mixing
residences with farming have been
exaggerated, it was suggested.

Contributed by Malcom McIntosh
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ABOUT THUNDER BAY
Thunder Bay Commmity Planning

and DeveIOpment Division has a
complement of 11 professional
planners, organized into three
sections.

Top priority at present is being
given to preparation for an Auglst
0MB hearing. More than 300
residents have led appeals to the
City's new zoning by-law. Also at
issue in Thunder Bay is heavy truck
parking in residential areas. This is
being studied by the policy section.

Contributed by Phillip Wong

IN) (I '1]! LIB KI! “ANY 1“
Adapted Fran C.P. Article 86/04/11

CRElel‘ON, Ontario - By June,
1988, 82-year old Alfred Brblin and
the other 400 odd residents of
Creighton will be gone. So will
the town.
Inco Ltd., the Nickel mining

giant that ovms the 80-year old
tomsite and most of the houses in
it, has given residents two years
to relocate.
The 76 fanilies (of the tom's

122 fanilies) who rent conpany
houses were told they can have the
structures it they rmve than. The
46 VthO own bones on canpany land
were told they will get what lnco
considers fair market value.

lnco says it spent $725,000 last
year to maintain the cannmity,
where houses rent for about $200 a
rmnth, about one-third of the going
rate for canparable htmes in
Sudbury, 25 km north-east.
For lnco to sell the property,

Creighton's gravel roads and its
sewage and water systems would have
to be brought up to standards set
by the Regional Municipality. That
would cost about $10 million - or
$83,000 a house. it's cheaper for
the ccmpany to abandon the tom. '

The houses will be razed, as will
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the other structures left in tom -
a church, a post office, a store

and a booth-and stool restaurant.
The debris will be carted away.
The only nan-nude structure that
will remain at Creighton Mine is
Inco's No.9 shaft - at 2,192 metres
amng the deepest in this hemis-
phere. lt anploys about 625
miners, most of whcm cmmute to and
iron Sudbury and neighbouring towns
- which is why Creighton has beccme
redundant.
Nickel was first discovered in

the area in the 1850's. The first
ore was shipped out at the turn of
the century.
Adapted by Jeff Celantano

WASTE HEAT WARIS NORTHERN
ONTARIO HOSPITAL
Adapted from a special supplement
from the North Bay Nigge -
86/01/23

ATTAWAPISKAT, Ontario -
Located approximately 225 kilometres
north-west of Moosonee is the remot
James Bay commtnity of Attawapi-
skat. Like many other remote
commmities, Attawapiskat (pop.
1,200) relies on Ontario Hydro diael
- powered genertors for its electri-
city supply.

in order to meet increased
demand, Hydro recently installed a
new 330-kilowatt diesel generator.
A by-product of diesel generated
electricity is heat. With the
installation of a larger diesel
generator and the concurrent
construction of the commmity
hospital next door, commuiity
otcials saw an excellent opportu-
nity to recover and use "reject"
heat. A relatively simple and
maintenance - tree system was
installed that supplies 70-80% of the
annual space heating and hot water
requirements of the new hospital.

In 1985, the system but fuel bills
by $18,000. Ontario Hydro is selling
the heat to the hospital and,
according to Jim McEachran,
Consumer Service Supervisor, the
heat recovery equipment should pay
for itself in ve years. Because
application of this technology has
been so successftl in Attawapiskat,
a similar system is being designed
for Fort Albany.
Adapted by Jeff Celantano

IINISTRY OP NORTHERN DEVEL-
OPIRNT PLAYS KEY ROLE IN
ARRA'S FUTURE
By Dale Ashbee

Since its inception in 1977 as the
Ministry of Northern Affairs, the
current Ministry of Northern
Development and Mines has impacted
in many ways on the lives of
Northemers and the Northern
Landscape. With the only mandate
in the Provincial Government to
cover a geographic area, MNDM has
been handed the responsibility for
ensuring a strong future for
Northern Ontario.

Althoxgh small in staff and budget
compared to most "delivery"
ministries, the Ministry's involve-
ment in Highway Construction,
Airport Development, Mineral
Identication, Sewer and Water
Upgrading and Economic Develop-
ment continually impact on the
character and physical development
in Northem Ontario. While areas of
specic control are not apparent
within the Ministry's legislation, its
impacts are clearly evident whether
through its role as an advocate; i.e.
Crown Residential Lot Dispositions,
or as a direct nder; i.e. in
waterfront stniies and development.

As the designated "lead" ministry
in Boom/Bust situations, MNDM also
plays a signicant role in determin-;
ing adequate patterns of growth or
depopulation depending on the
situation. In most cases, MNDM
works in close liaison with line
ministries which have specic
delivery and control fmctions acting
often as an overall Provincial co-
ordinator - a position not always
easily assumed by line ministries.

Although not easily identied as a
"planning" ministry in any traditional
sense of the word, there can be no
doubt of the signicant impact the
Ministry has on the Northern
Landscape.

E) €COPLANS...
ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNERS.
CONSULTING ECOLOGISTS

5M Con-noon M W . Wat-non, Onl N21. IE2 (5") IM—TZN
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CENTRALS
CONDO CONVERSION
CANUNDRUI

A packed auditorium witnessed a
rst class debate on the difcult
issue of condo conversion. Keeping
the debate foolssed exclusively on
conversions proved difficult, as many
in the audience felt that rent
controls were part of the problem.
Would Cadillac Fairview have
decided to get out of the homing
business if rent controls had never
existed? Alderman Martin, sitting
on the far left of the podium,
criticized the extensive resources
devoted to persuading people
conversion is okay.

What are the spatial implications
for concentrations of tenure type,
he asked. David Jacks, a lawyer
representing the High Park Tenants
Association, felt that the power over
conversions is a mixed blessing for
mmicipalities. Vykki Filzer, a
planner with Toronto's Homing
Department said that 1,500 rental
mits are lost annually to conver-
sion.

CHEAP FRILLS

The newly appointed buyer of. a
national lingerie chain was ptzzled
by assortments for two of the
company's stores which specied an
mtsual selected of erotic and
decidely eccentric underwear and
garter belts. Because these two
stores - in Bramalea and Scarbo-
rorgh ~ were among her most
protable, the bwer was keen to
nd an explanation. Her initial
assumption - that suburban matrons
had misual taste in lingerie -
proved false: a subsequent eld trip
provided the answer. Both stores
are surrounded by numerots strip
joints and we patronized by table-
top dancers in search of suitable
costumes. Caveat vendor!

mamwmnge9MB
Mathers and Haldenby Inc, one of
Ontario's longest established
architectural rms, recently won a
design competition for the Teleglobe
Telecommmications Discovery
Centre, to be built in Brantford.

NONSUCH DROPS ANKBR

Markborough Properties and Peter
Anker have parted company, it has
been annomced. The real estate
arm of Hudson Bay, whose emblem is
the redoutable "Nonsuch" sailing
vessel, also annomced a massive
mixed use development to be located
south of the Eaton's Centre, in
Toronto.

TRASH WITH FLASH

The April program meeting took
the lid off garbage, revealing the
procedural and practical problems
faced by a corporation required to
deal tastefdly with waste. Ofcials
from OWMC, including Gary Willson,
the Journal's new central area
editor, showed how a professional
approach can get results.

coulumcauou, NEGOTIATION,
uanarms

The rst in a series of workshops
hosted jointly by OPPl and Ryerson
took place May lst and 2nd at
Oakham House. The Professional
Development Committee of OPPI
showed great initiative by collabor
sting with the staff of Ryerson's
Continuing Education Program.
Three asential tools of the trade

were explored. Sheila O'Neill
(Commutications) and Guy Garvin
(Business) lead a session on Com-
mulication. The use of modern

presentation equipment and visual
materials to strengthen presentation
skills was highlighted.

Larry Sherman (Chairman, Ryerson
Planning) and Beate Bowron (City of
Toronto) lead the workshop on
Negotiation. The skills developed in
this workshop concentrated on
sharpening negotiating skills throrgh
scoreable exercises on topics ranging
from Property Acquisition, Develop-
ment, Social Service Programming,
to the Siting of Contentious
Facilities.
The third workshop, addressed the

fmdamentals of marketing as applied
to the imp'ovement of profasional
services in a municipal government
context, lead by Barbara Orser
(Sales Promotion Consultant).

The workshop was well attended
and participants were enthusiastic
about the quality of the presenta-
tions. The Professional Development
Committee is to be congratulated for
their initiative.

Patrick Marshall

HARBOUR COIIISSION

A lmch session at Toronto's
Harbour Commission was held in
April. Representatives 'om Magna
outlined proposals for development
on the waterfront and other
locations.

:7”
SMITH,HOFFMAN
ASSOCIATES LIMITED
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS
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Guelph Onlono N1H 4E0
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A ‘CAUSE’ FOR WESTON TAPS HIDDEN RESOURCES

Weston, a well established
commmity built along the Humber
River in the west central section of
Metropolitan Toronto, has a rich and
varied history dating back to the
mid-1700's. Incorporated as a
village in 1881 and amalgamated with
the Township of York in 1867 to
become what is now mmicipally
known as The City of York, the
Weston area has succeeded in
retaining its own distinct character
lstics, historically, physically,
socially and demographically.

However, in recent years, loss of
formal mmicipal identity and
Metro's expansion aromd Weston
have created problems and compom-
ded existing weaknesses. As a
result, local residents and btsiness
men questioned the viability of
Weston's "sense of commmity".

CAUSE
Commmity Assist for an Urban

Study Effort (CAUSE) is a program
developed by the Ontario Association
of Architects (0AA) with the aim of
identifying ways for commmities to
cope with urban problems and to
take advantage of mtapped resour
ces. Looking for advice and
recommendations to enable them to
build upon Weston's special qualities
and assets, the Weston Town Centre
Business lmp‘ovement Area invited
CAUSE to the commmity in June
1985, and a team comprised of
members of the 0AA and suxients in
related disciplines visited Weston in
October, 1985. Working over a ve
day "weekend", the CAUSE team
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concentrated on local problems and
developed a framework for correc-
tive guidance.

In preparation for the team's
arrival a steering committee
arranged for equipment and materials
and ensured that the Weston
commtnity was informed and willing
to participated. Those of us
involved were acutely aware that
failure to equip the study team
thoroughly or to inform the
commmity adequately would result
in a report of little use to anyone.
The committee concerned itself

with everything ‘om hotel rooms,
restaurants, and car rentals to
chalkboards, word processors and
lm. Municipal staff helped to
arrange for a Work Centre, supplied
drafting tables, and slide projectors,
and collected reports, studies, maps
and city ordinances for reference
use by the team. To inform the
commmity about CAUSE and to
encourage deputations to the team,
City staff helped to design a poster
and yer/questionnaire and issued
press releases.

The success of the CAUSE sudy
relies on the involvement of citizens
to identify the issues and aspirations
of the commmity. Public meetings,
dialogue and interaction with
residents and commmity based
organizations, and sessions with
elected ofcials, public representa—
tives, sponsors, and commmity
spokesman heightened public
participation and created a frame-
work for the surly team to work
within. Thoughts and ideas grew

streamn Vauguutxr

out of this background, and oppor
tmities were identied and develop-
ed. It was a unique process which
merged aspects of a planning surly
with a condensed public participation
process.

The commmity/mmicipal venture
was not without problems. On
several occasions, there were
miscues and breakdowns in commu-
nication between the commmity,
municipal staff, and the study team.
Also the study was in competition
for media coverage and public
attention with the Ontario mmicipal
elections shcedtled for early
November. Better timing might have
resulted in greater public awareness
of the process.
CAUSE is intended to be a

facilitator, generating interest,
suggestions, and new alternatives,
and the Weston CAUSE study did
jlst that. There were many sound
and practical recommendations with
the outcome identifying latent
commmity assets. The exercise also
helped to forge better ties between
Weston's local btsinessmen, the
residents and the mmlcipality.
The experience, although exhaust-

ing, was worthwhile for all partici-
pants, probably because it was a
concentrated commmity effort
largely dependant on the energy and
spontaneity of those involved.
However, the CAUSE effort does not
end when the team leaves the
commmity. the team rekindled
pride and interest in Weston and
reafrmed its viability as a commu—
nity. The commmity's ability to
meet the challenges proposed by the
team remains to be seen.

John Cappellet‘ti, Barbara J. Hume-
Wright and lou Moretto (Planner)
all work for the City of York.



11 Minor Variances
On One Property

A building erected in 1947 m
Emlid Avenue in west-central
Toronto was orginally used as a soft
drink bottling plant. It was built to
the lot line on three sides. This
occurred, presumably, before zoning
restrictions were introduced in this
residential neighbourhood. A
secondary street access was provided
by two rights-of-way of less than 3
metres wide toward Manning
Avenue.
The use changed to manufacturing

and then to warehousing and
eventually to part warehousing and
part residential. In 1983, the
portion of the property ‘onting on
Euclid Avenue was severed ‘om the
remainder, leaving it with no other
access than from the two right'rof-
way. Two years later an application
was submitted to permit the
conversion of the building to six
comdominimn residential mits. This
was in conformity with the residen-
tial designation in the ofcial plan
and with the use provisions of the
zoning by-law. However, eleven
minor variances were needed.

The variances were granted by the
committee of adjustment but several
neighbours appealed. At the Board
hearing, the variances were suppor-
ted by the city and by twenty one
residents who led letters of
support. The variances were
described as technical in nature and
minor. The intended change to
residential was deemed to be
benecial to the area. Evidence
was given demonstrating the
adequacy of on- street parking in the
area.

The objectors claimed that the
variances were major. Concerns
were expressed about the access to
the property and the water hook-up.
One lady was concerned that the
satellite dish in her backyard might
be affected by the proposal.

On October 16, 1985, the Board
accepted the argunents of the
proponents, noting that the varian-

ces wodd encourage the removal of
a non-conforming use. The appeals
were dismissed.

Source:
Decision of the Ontario Mmicipal
Board Branby Holdings, City of
Toronto Committee of Adjustment,
Files V850114 and V850184

UDI recently presented awards for development in ve categories. Popular winner
of the 'Commercial Development' award was Equity's 'The Consilium'.

Pierre Beeckmans

SPOTLIGHT 0N COMMITTEE OF ADJUSTMENT
by A. Grant Lee

There are few publicly appointed
committees who have the power to
quietly but signicantly change
neighbourhoods, comanity services,
businesses and employment, levels of
health and safety, muricipal
expenditures, social and cultural
relationships and indeed the very
lives of ordinary people. 'The
Committee of Adjtstment is such a
body.

Examples of how the Committee
can be helpful are numerous. People
applying for, or reapplying for
mortgages, may discover through
surveys that their house or garage
was built too close to the property
line by a fraction of an inch
according to the standards of the
Zoning By-law. Without relief
granted by Committee of Adjust-

ment, mortgage affect agreements of
sale and purchase of property, with
potentially devastating results to
both vendors and purchasers.

Owners of homes built without
garages often apply for building
permits for carports, only to find
that a variance is required on the
distance to neighbouring properties.
Eventually, based on precedent,
many homes on the street will
receive approval for carports. When
built, they may add to the storm-
water rmoff to streets and storm
sewers, cause an overall amendment
to the Zoning By-law, change the
appearance of the streetscape and
affect property values if they are
ever closed in or converted to
storage spaces. Fire and other
hazards may result if the enclosures
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FIRST CLASS
are constricted of non re- resistant
material.
Increases in population density can

occur by permitting the division of
older homes into more living
quarters. Often forgotten is the
cumdative effect which can
eventually increase discharges into
local sanitary sewers, increase street
trafc, parking requirements and
pedestrian movement and even
increase the tax burden.

The Committee can create
motcial apartments by allowing
"granny ats" conversion of attached
garages to sleeping quarters, or
allowing second oor additions to
one-storey homes. Eventually local
street improvements are required as
the once low-density residential
neighbourhoods evolve to higher
density mLiti- family residential
neighbourhoods, thanks to Committee
of Adjistment decisions over a
protracted period.

The permissions to build on
smaller lots than originally planned
sometimes results in the removal of
mature trees or changes in topo-
graphy. But Committees can also
effect improvements to natural

Ian F. MacNaughton, M.A.,
M.C.I.P.

Bernard P. Hennsen, B.E.S.

MacNaughton,Hermsen Planning Limited
REGIONAL 5 URBAN PLANNING 5 RESOUFICE DEVELOPMENT
225 Frederick SI Kilcnenei OniarioN2H2M7Telephonet5191576-3650

environments throrgh their condi-
tions placed on approvals of
applications by commercial bisines-
ses and industry which are planning
redevelopment.

Sometimes Committees must reftse
applications by local business to
change existing uses because the
Committee may see the request as a
Zoning By-law Amendment beyond
its jurisdiction. Such decisions can
negatively affect an entrepreneur's
plans, or perhaps close an existing
local business, creating unemploy-
ment which can cause a political
backlash.

Committee of Adjustment decisions
do change the nature of our
neighbourhoods and commmity. If
this is done with a sensitive
awareness of present and future
ramications, the Committee is
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doing its job. But, on the other
hand, a Committee which is insensi-
tive to the wide-ranging effects of
its decisions, could have a profound-
ly negative impact on the commutity
it serV$.

Grant Lee is a land development
planner and marketing co-ordinator
with The Proctor & Redfem Group,
consulting engineers and planners.
He served with the Halton Hills
Committee of Adjistment for four
years and was chairman in 1984.
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